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Abstract
We aim to introduce a k-Struve function and investigate its various properties,
including mainly certain inequalities associated with this function. One of the
inequalities given here is pointed out to be related to the so-called classical
Turán-type inequality. We also present a diﬀerential equation, several recurrence
relations, and integral representations for this k-Struve function.
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1 Introduction and preliminaries







((x) > ;k ∈R+). ()
Here and in the following, let C, R, R+, N, and Z– be the sets of complex numbers, real
numbers, positive real numbers, positive integers, and negative integers, respectively, and
let N := N ∪ {}. For various properties of the k-gamma function and its applications to
generalize other related functions such as k-beta function and k-digamma function, we
refer the interested reader, for example, to [–] and the references cited therein.
Nantomah and Prempeh [] deﬁned the k-digamma function k := ′k/k whose series










k ∈R+; t ∈C \ kZ–), ()







k, t ∈R+). ()
Clearly, k(t) is increasing on (,∞).
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∣∣∣∣∣ ≤  (–≤ x≤ ;n ∈N), ()
where the equality occurs only when x =±. Recently, many researchers have applied the
above classical inequality () in various polynomials and functions such as ultraspheri-
cal polynomials, Laguerre polynomials, Hermite polynomials, Bessel functions of the ﬁrst
kind, modiﬁed Bessel functions, and polygamma functions. Karlin and Szegö [] named
such determinants as in () Turánians.












Then we investigate the k-Struve function () as follows: We establish certain inequalities
involving Skν,c, one of which is shown to be related to the Turán-type inequality; we show
that the k-Struve function satisﬁes a second-order non-homogeneous diﬀerential equa-
tion; and we present an integral representation and recurrence relations for the k-Struve
function.
2 Inequalities
The modiﬁed k-Struve function is given as
Lkν (x) := Skν,–(x), ()
















k(ν + k )




Here, we investigate monotonicity and log-convexity involving Lkν . To do this, we recall
some known useful properties which are given in the following lemma (see []).
Lemma  Consider the power series f (x) =∑∞k= akxk and g(x) =∑∞k= bkxk,where ak ∈R
and bk ∈ R+ (k ∈ N). Further suppose that both series converge on |x| < r. If the sequence
{ak/bk}k≥ is increasing (or decreasing), then the function x 	→ f (x)/g(x) is also increasing
(or decreasing) on (, r).
If both f and g are even, or both are odd functions, then the above results will be appli-
cable.
Theorem  Let k ∈R+ be ﬁxed. Then the following statements hold.
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(i) For ν ≥ μ > –k/, then the function x 	→Lkμ(x)/Lkν (x) is increasing on R.
(ii) The function ν 	→Lkν (x) is decreasing for ﬁxed x ∈ [,∞) and increasing for ﬁxed
x ∈ (–∞, ). Also, the function ν 	→Lkν (x) is log-convex on (–k/,∞) for ﬁxed
x ∈R+.
(iii) The function ν 	→ Lkν+k(x)/Lkν (x) is decreasing on (–k/,∞) for ﬁxed x ∈R+.








Denote wr := fr(ν,k)/fr(μ,k). Then
wr =
k(ν + k)k(rk +μ +

k)








k(ν + k)k(rk + k +μ +

k)
k(rk + k + ν + k)k(μ +

k)
k(μ + k)k(rk + ν +

k)




(rk +μ + k)(rk +μ +

k)k(rk + ν +

k)






rk +μ + k
rk + ν + k
≤ ,
whose last inequality is valid from the condition ν ≥ μ > –k/. Finally, the result (i) fol-
lows from Lemma .
For (ii), since ν > –k, we ﬁrst observe the coeﬃcients fr(ν,k) >  for all r ∈ N. Then









rk + ν + k
)
≤ ,
whose last inequality follows from (). Since fr(ν,k) >  (r ∈ N; ν > –k), fr ′(ν,k) ≤ 
(r ∈ N; ν > –k). Hence ν 	→ fr(ν,k) is decreasing on (–k/,∞). This implies that, for

















x ∈ (–∞, )).
This proves the ﬁrst statement of (ii).












(nk + ν + k)
– 
(nk + rk + ν + k)
}
≥ 
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for all k ∈R+ and ν > –k. Therefore ν 	→ fr(ν) is log-convex on (–k/,∞). Since a sum
of log-convex functions is log-convex, the second statement of (ii) is proved.












)′(x– νk Lkν (x)) – (x–μk Lkμ(x))(x– νk Lkν (x))′ ≥  ()
for all x ∈R+ and ν ≥ μ > –k/.








πk(ν + 3k )
+ x– νk Lkν+k(x). ()














πk(μ + 3k )
x– νk Lkν (x)
= 
–μ+νk√
πk(μ + 3k )k(ν +
3k
 )
(Lkμ(x) –Lkν (x)) ≥  ()
for all x ∈ R+ and ν ≥ μ > –k/. Here, the last inequality in () follows from the ﬁrst








for all x ∈R+ and ν ≥ μ > –k/. This proves (iii). 
Remark  One of the most signiﬁcant consequences of Theorem  is the Turán-type in-







α ∈ [, ];x,k ∈R+;ν,ν ∈ (–k/,∞)
)
. ()
Choosing α = / and setting ν = ν – a and ν = ν + a for some a ∈ R in () yields the
following reversed Turán-type inequality (cf. ()):
(Lkν (x)) –Lkν–a(x)Lkν+a(x)≤ (
x,k ∈R+;a ∈R,ν ∈ (|a| – k/,∞)). ()
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3 Formulae for the k-Struve function
Here, we present a diﬀerential equation and recurrence relations regarding the k-Struve
function Skν,c ().
Proposition  Let k ∈ R+ and ν > –k. Then the k-Struve function Skν,c () satisﬁes the



















Proof By using the k-Struve function Skν,c () and the functional relation














(–c)r(r + νk + )









(–c)r(r + )(r + νk + )














(–c)r(r +  )(rk + ν +
k
 )
















































This shows that y = Skν,c(x) the diﬀerential equation (). 
















πk(ν + 3k )
– cx– νk Skν+k,c(x); ()

k
















πk(ν + 3k )
. ()
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Proof From () we have



















(–c)r(r + νk + )





















This proves (). We can establish the result () by a similar argument as in the proof
of (). We omit the details.


















πk(ν + 3k )
– cxSkν+k,c(x). ()
Adding and subtracting each side of () and () yields, respectively, the results ()
and (). 
4 Integral representations
Here, we present two integral representations for the function Skν,c.
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k ∈R+;min{(x),(y)} > ). ()











Setting x = (r + )k and y = ν + k/ in () gives

k(rk + ν + k)
= 










Applying the known identity
k(kx) = kx–(x) ()


































Finally, setting c =±α (α ∈R\{}) in () yields, respectively, the desired results () and
(). Further, setting ν = k/ in () and () yields, respectively, the desired results ()
and (). 
5 Results and discussion
We introduce a k-Struve function and investigate its various properties, including mainly
certain inequalities associated with this function. One of the inequalities given here is
pointed out to be related to the so-called classical Turán-type inequality, whose many
variants have been investigated.We also present a diﬀerential equation, several recurrence
relations, and integral representations for this k-Struve function.
6 Conclusions
The results presented here are sure to be new and potentially useful. Since the research
subject here and its related ones are competitive, the content of this paper may attract
interested readers who have been interested in this and related research subjects.
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